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We've come so far..

Mission
To provide college tuition, housing, and 
laptop scholarships to students in Ghana, 
West Africa who have achieved academic 
excellence.

Our Goal
To reach as many deserving students in 
Ghana as we can, to help them on their 
path to higher education and realize their 
potentials.

Eight (8) tuition and housing 
scholarships in 2022
Distributed eight (8) laptops to the 
2021-2022 scholarship recipients
Provided three (3) different academic 
advising sessions in 2021.

Thanks to your generosity and compassion, 
we were able to cumulatively offer a total of 
twenty-four (24) tuition and housing 
scholarships from 2020-2022:

OUR IMPACT

WWW.JEQUANSAHFOUNDATION.ORG

READ MORE

https://www.jequansahfoundation.org/recipients


UNSTOPPABLE AND 
COMMITTED DONORS 

 

MENTORSHIP MATTERS

OUR FIRST ALUMNI

We raised $17, 522 in 2021 exceeding our $15,000 fundraising goal and representing an
increase of 119.3% from last year’s funds raised.
Even with the Covid-19 pandemic and uncertainty across the globe, our cherished
donors and supporters continue to show up and give to excellent but needy college
students in Ghana, West Africa. We are more than grateful, and we know you will
continue to support and donate to a worthy cause.
As always, 100% of your donation funded excellent but needy college students in Ghana. 

We started 2022 with a series of virtual academic advising and mentoring 
sessions for our scholarship recipients. The recipients are grouped into 
their various academic fields for different sessions.
We have volunteered professionals in the medical sector, engineering, 
business, and general education who are committed to advising and 
mentoring all the scholarship recipients either online or face-to-face in 
Ghana. We welcome anyone who has time to volunteer to contact us.

Thanks to your support, Samuel graduated with first-class 
honors in 2021. According to him, the “laptop JEQ Foundation 
provided helped me to put in extra work crunching numbers for 
my data project and also enable[d] me to increase my GPA!”
You can do it again, donate and or "adopt" a student and sponsor 
them throughout their bachelor's program in Ghana.
Join us to impact lives in Ghana.
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